T

he 50” Hailun HU-125 is the perfect

performers. Its lines are elegant by design.

example of the professional upright

The HU-125 beautifies any home surround-

piano. Producing superior, full-spectrum

ings while its sturdy construction makes it

sounds, which one might expect from a

the perfect full-size institutional or studio

grand piano, it is a powerful instrument

instrument. Finishes: Ebony Polish, Wal-

that will react sensitively to the touch of

nut Polish and Mahogany Polish.

•Soundboard, Ribs and Back Posts •Durable Pinblock

HU-125 is equipped with rugged double
brass casters for easy movement and

Hailun sound engineers select only opti-

The HU-125 pinblock is made from the

mum Grade “A” spruce for the HU-125

finest maple, cross-laminated to assure

soundboard and ribs. The results are: the

the instrument holds its tuning and voic-

•Elegance and Style By Design

finest dynamic range for an instrument

ing through decades of playing the

The look of the HU-125 is elegant; sturdy

in its category, a wonderful even tone

piano.

without being massive. The music rack

that carries across its whole gamut of fre-

•High Quality Strings

makes it convenient to read music. Brass

quencies and a powerful expressive
sound resulting from a large sound-

The HU-125 strings are imported from

board. The sustaining back posts insure

the acclaimed Röslau Piano String Fac-

stability and durability to this fine instru-

tory originating in the district of Wun-

ment.

siedel in Bavaria, Germany. Known for

durability.

pedals are made to be durable while providing lasting quiet operation and
beauty.

The middle pedal mutes for

quiet practice.

its uniform thickness and roundness, its

•Soft-Close Fallboard

higher tensile strength, they are among

The HU-125 is equipped with a soft close

the finest music wires available. The bass

mechanism to protect piano finish as

Totally proprietary for the HU-125,

strings are made of solid copper wind-

well as to avoid injury.

Hailun engineers have designed the

ings.

properly balanced wet sand plate to sup-

•Optimal Performance Control

•“Balanced” Wet Sand Plate Proprietary Casting

port the heavy load of string tension and
back post structure. The Hailun Wet-

Individually lead-weighted keys provide

Sand™ process insures many decades of

a consistent touch from note to note and

tuning and structural stability.

the most even tone available. When accompanied by a direct-blow action, as in

•Hard-Maple Bridges

the HU-125, the performer has optimal

The bridges carry the vibrations of the

control over the music he produces. All

strings to the soundboard. The HU-125

keys are laminated to prevent warping

bridges are made from select hard maple

or bending that may occur with the

for durability and precision. They are in-

aging of an instrument.

dividually notched and yield a clear,

•Rugged Casters

powerful sound.

To meet institutional requirements, the

HU-125 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Height ........................................50”

Soundboad cutoff .....................Yes

Locking Lid................................No

Weight ..................................495 lbs

Ribs notches to liner.................Yes

Soft-Close Fallboard.................Yes

Cut-thread tuning pins ............Yes

Keys-Individually Weighed........Yes
Materials ........................Basswood

Bridges........................Hard Maple

Back-Material.......................Spruce
Joinery.................Mortise/Tennon
Back Posts ......................................4
Plate ........................Wet Sand Cast
Soundboard .......Meniscus Spruce

Direct blow Action ...................Yes
Practice pedal ............................Yes
Bass string windingsSolid Copper
Strings ..................................Röslau

Casters ........Double Brass Wheels
Hammer Weight ...................16 lbs
Soundboard area (Sq Inch)...2,226
Length of #1 bass string .......47.2”

